Abstracts

Ron Beeri, Edwin C.M. van den Brink and
Dan Kirzner
Canaanite Anthropoid Burial Customs
and Egyptian Rule in the Jezreel Valley
during the Late Bronze Age in Light of the
Excavation at Tel Shaddud
During trial excavations carried out in 2013 on
behalf of the Israel Antiquities Authority, a seemingly
isolated clay coffin with anthropoid lid, containing
a single primary burial, was uncovered within a
6m × 5m probe bordering the lower east slope of Tel
Shaddud in the Jezreel Valley. It lay at the bottom
of a tightly constricted burial pit, about 1.8 m below
the present surface. Less than 3 m to its south-east,
a further three burial pits, enclosing four additional
primary burials, oriented east to west – in conformity
with the coffin burial. Together these burials form part
of an apparent Late Bronze Age II–III burial ground
at the southern and western margin of Tel Shaddud.
The coffin and associated funerary gifts bear a
strong resemblance to comparable specimens and
associated funerary assemblages known foremost
from Deir el-Balah in the Gaza strip and Bet Sheʽan
in the Jordan Valley. The shared mortuary aspects of
Tel Shaddud and the latter sites indicate a strong link
with New Kingdom Egypt.
Based on the Tel Shaddud data and its very
location, in combination with selective reading of
relevant, near-contemporary historic records (i.e. the
el-Amarna letters), it is argued here that Tel Shaddud
was a way station, or estate, functioning within the
framework of the Egyptian New Kingdom colonization
of the region during the Late Bronze Age II and
succeeding Iron Age I.
The coffin burial is apparently related to Egyptian
rule in the Jezreel Valley, a rule maintained with the
help of Canaanite representatives who took care of
Egypt’s interests at a key point along the road from the
port of Acre via Tel Shimron (Shimon) to Beit She’an.

Suembikya Frumin, Mitia Frumin and
Ehud Weiss
From Russia to Israel With Love – The
Beginning of Botany in Eretz-Israel:
Vavilov, Volcani, and Eig
This article describes the cooperation between the
founders of plant science in Israel and the Russian
scientist, Nikolai Ivanovich Vavilov, a groundbreaking
researcher in several fields, such as genetics, botany
and agriculture. Vavilov, one of the greatest scholars
of the early twentieth century, visited Israel in the
fall of 1926. This article presents for the first time
an unknown letter from Vavilov to Yitzhak ElazariVolkani, the founder of the new agronomy in Israel,
which reveals their close mutual understanding.
The authors analyze the effect of Vavilov’s scientific
authority and charismatic personality on Alexander
Eig – known as the ‘creator of plant science in Israel’
– at the beginning of his university career. Vavilov and
Eig were both enthusiastic about advancing science in
their countries, and after their meeting, Eig adopted
Vavilov’s path in developing basic scientific research
beyond political and national boundaries. These two
great scientists passed away prematurely, at the peak
of their professional heyday and scientific influence,
leaving no autobiography or organized archives.
Following the meeting with Vavilov, Eig began to
engage in phytosociology, defining for the first time
the three phytogeographical regions in the country –
the Mediterranean, the Irano-Turanian and the
Saharo-Sindian (Saharo-Arabian) regions – and,
according to this division, prepared the first vegetation
map of Israel. He later established the first botanical
garden of its kind in Israel, based on the various
phytogeographic units – a kind of miniature of the
Land of Israel, described 150 new species for science,
and prepared material for a scientific key for plants
that addressed both the scientific community and the
general public. The authors of the article point to the
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match between Eig’s working methods and Vavilov’s
recommendations; they believe that this match helps
to understand Eig’s path and the spirit of his work,
which serve as a standard for subsequent generations
of Israeli botanists.

Anat Kidron and Udi Carmi
As Close to Germany as Possible:
The Rise and Fall of Brit Maccabim Atid
Sports Club
The Brit Maccabim Atid sports club was founded in
the 1930s by immigrants who came to Mandatory
Palestine from Germany. The club’s demographic
makeup and operational patterns differed from
those of sports organizations operating in Palestine
until then. In this paper, sports culture serves as
a tool for analyzing absorption processes among
German immigrants. The attitude towards sports
in Yishuv society in Palestine differed from what
the immigrants were accustomed to in Germany.
In Palestine, affiliating with a sports club was
tantamount to taking a political stance. In response
to this politicization of sports, the Central European
immigrants began establishing sports clubs based on
ethnicity and national origins (Sportschaft). One such
organization, Brit Maccabim Atid, serves as a test
case for examining social and cultural changes in the
significance of sports in the move from one country to
another. The paper describes two sociological models,
each of which examines the impact of involvement
in sports on the extent to which immigrants become
integrated into society. Our findings indicate that the
dichotomous division into these two models does not
reflect the special nature of the absorption of these
immigrants. Indeed we learned that engaging in
sports in an immigrant society can be a unifying and
assimilative factor, and at the same time a segregating
one. The paper ends with a discussion of the decline
of Brit Maccabim Atid in the 1970s.

Daniel Uziel and B.Z. Kedar
Hitler’s Aviators Photograph Mandatory
Palestine
While aerial photos taken by German pilots during
WWI over Palestine are well-known and have been

extensively studied, the activity of the Luftwaffe
over Mandatory Palestine during WWII remains
largely unknown. Research in British, American
and German archives has revealed that around 50
German photo-reconnaissance missions took place
over Mandatory Palestine between 28 May 1941
and 13 September 1944. This article examines
the circumstances under which these flights were
carried out and the ways by which the British
sought to interdict them. The article reproduces a
selection of Luftwaffe aerial photos, interpreted by
German intelligence officers and commented by
the authors. Also presented are target sheets which
the Luftwaffe’s Air Intelligence Branch created on
the photos’ basis. Haifa was the main target of
the German reconnaissance planes, but they also
overflew targets in the central and southern parts of
the country, one of them even reaching the Gulf of
Aqaba. Consequently, the Luftwaffe photos offer a
unique view of Palestine during World War II.

Arnon Golan and Eldad Brin
Not in the City, Nor in a Village: Lower
Lifta, 1948–1967
In the wake of the 1948 War the village of Lifta was
one of over 400 villages which were abandoned by
their original Arab inhabitants. The uprooting of its
population and that of nearby Arab neighborhoods
of West Jerusalem took place alongside the creation
of a community of refugees among the city’s Jewish
populace, and preceded the arrival of thousands of
new immigrants to the city. Many of the immigrants
were settled in abandoned villages, including Lifta.
This process was wrought with many difficulties,
technical, political and social, but contrary to its
eventual success in the nearby villages of Ein Kerem
and Malha, ultimately failed in Lifta. This failure
stemmed from Lifta’s challenging physical features
and the immigrant population’s social traits. Added
to these was inconsistency among the civilian
and military authorities regarding the possibility
of permanent settlement in Lifta. The decisionmaking process was uneven, impeded by the lack
of experience necessary for the execution of such a
complex operation, power politics and the different
interests of all involved.
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Amir Goldstein
On Initiative and Determination: How
a Group of Yemenite Immigrants who
Founded Kiryat Shmona Shaped the
Reality of Their Life in Israel
This article will focus on the ways in which over
two hundred families of Yemenite immigrants who
founded the city of Kiryat Shmona functioned as a
group during the immigration process.
This case-study coincides with the trend – within
the research of mass immigration to Israel – that
relates the historical narrative through the perspective
of the immigrant and settlers’ groups, rather than
from the vantage point of the establishment in charge
of their absorption. The affair could have gone down

in the annals of history as a story of weakness and
victimhood: hundreds of Yemenite immigrants were
sent off to settle in an outlying peripheral region and
were compelled to integrate into an environment
in which the financially powerful kibbutzim were
dominant, having a grip on culture and affiliated
to the politically powerful Labor Movement. Yet
the Yemenite immigrants of Kiryat Shmona turned
out to be a consolidated, opinionated, activist
and stubborn force that succeeded, under trying
conditions, to assert their voice, struggle for their
values and identity, affect major changes within
the immigration-absorption system and finally,
become organized and establish new rural settlements
that would be better suited to their needs and
lifestyle.

